Mrs. Hill’s Universal Pre-K Supply List
2019-2020

- One standard sized backpack: folders do not fit into the smaller backpacks
- One plastic folder (they last longer than the paper) this will be used to transport home each night in your child’s book bag. Please write his or her name in sharpie at the top
- 15 glue sticks give or take (I ask for Elmer’s please because they work the best and we glue A LOT)
- 1 box of Crayola 8ct Triangular Crayons (with main colors). I ask for Crayola because with their growing grasp Crayola crayons slide on the paper better and hold up much longer. The triangle shape helps them form the “pick, pinch, tuck” grasp. Proper grasp is key to comfort when learning to write.
- 1 large container Wet-Ones/baby wipes for last names A-L
- 1 box quart size baggies (with slider zip for easy closure for UPK kids) last names M-Z
- 1 box of gallon size baggies (with slider zip for easy closure for UPK kids) Last names A-Z
- 1 composition notebook (name sharpied on the front cover)
- Seasonal change of clothes, underwear and socks in a labeled gallon size bag
- 1 child’s headset to plug into our classroom tablets (earbuds do not work unless they are child ear buds) I recommend getting the kind that go over the head. Please open the package and place your child's name directly on the head set with sharpie

OPTIONAL CLASSROOM NEEDS: roll of paper towels, thin dry erase markers

Classroom Wish List: If you are looking to do something special for your child’s classroom see the amazon classroom wish list using the link below.

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/lk/3W1M6XY314N7K?ref_=wl_share

Classroom Web Address: Please stop at the classroom website this summer and watch all of the videos that explain the fun your child will have in UPK.

https://sites.google.com/bbschools.org/heatherhillupk

**Students in UPK share communal supplies. Please only label the items that I said to label with your child’s name***

Thank you!

Heather Hill